the florida state university creative writing program presents its
visiting writers series
spring 2007

8 pm, tuesday, jan 9
the warehouse
diane roberts, author of *Dream State: Eight Generations of Swamp Lawyers, Conquistadors, Confederate Daughters, Banana Republicans, and other Florida Wildlife.*

erin belieu, author of *Black Box, One Above and One Below,* and *Infanta,* winner of the 1995 National Poetry Series.

8 pm, tuesday, jan 16
the warehouse
matthew zapruder, author of *American Linden* and *The Pajamaist,* editor of Wave Books.

8 pm, tuesday, jan 30
the warehouse
richard bausch, author of nine novels and five collections of stories, including *Take Me Back, In the Night Season,* and *Hello to the Cannibals.*

8 pm, tuesday, feb 6
the warehouse
carl phillips, author of *In the Blood, From the Devotions, Riding Westward,* and *Coin of the Realm: Essays on the Art and Life of Poetry.*

8 pm, tuesday, feb 13
the warehouse
kim addonizio, author of *Tell Me, What Is This Thing Called Love, In The Box Called Pleasure,* and *Little Beauties.*

8 pm, tuesday, feb 27
the warehouse
roxane johnson, author of *Jubilee,* winner of the 2005 Philip Levine Prize in Poetry.

steve watkins, FSU alum, author of *The Black O.*

8 pm, tuesday, mar 20
the warehouse
mark bibbins, author of *Sky Lounge.*

thisbe nissen, author of *Out of the Girl's Room and into the Night* and *The Good People of New York.*

8 pm, tuesday, april 3
the warehouse
george pelecanos, screenwriter, producer, author of *The Night Gardener, Drama City,* and *Hard Revolution,* and three-time winner of the International Crime Novel of the Year Award.

8 pm, tuesday, april 10
the warehouse
jane springer, FSU alum and winner of the Agha Shahid Ali Prize in Poetry for *Dear Blackbird,* available in March 2007.

joann gardner, author of *La Florida,* a 2005 Weldon Kees Award selection.